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Introduction

© Ben Dattner

• Why blame matters

• The phases of a project

• The temptations and risks of blaming in careers

• A new, counterintuitive approach 
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Chapter 1: The Nature of Credit and Blame

© Ben Dattner

• Monkeys

• Equity theory

• Ultimatum games 

• Entrepreneurs and prisoners

• Koko the blamer

• Scapegoating and witch-hunts

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=meiU6TxysCg
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Chapter 1: The Nature of Credit and Blame (cont.)

© Ben Dattner

• Stereotyping and hidden biases/implicit associations

• The fundamental attribution error

Eileen Fulton had played the character “Lisa,” one of TV’s first villainesses. Fans of the 

show apparently had a hard time distinguishing between Fulton the actor and Lisa the 

character—an association that actually became so dangerous that Fulton had to hire 

bodyguards. As she told an interviewer on National Public Radio’s Morning Edition:

“I was standing on the street corner in front of Lord and Taylor’s and this elegant woman 

came up to me and she said, “Aren’t you Lisa?” And I thought, “Oh, my first autograph.” I 

said, “Yes, that’s the character I play.” And she said, “Well, I hate you,” and she hit me. 

And that was the beginning. I thought, well, this is kind of scary. But at least it was a 

compliment to the acting.”

• How do roles influence how personalities are viewed?

• How do groups/functions influence how people are viewed?

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tX-kmKIH7q4
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Chapter 2: The Nurture of Credit and Blame

© Ben Dattner

• How kids learn

• The most praised generation?

• Fixed versus growth orientations

• Finding your “ing’s”- what are they?

• Transference at work

• Learned helplessness and learned optimism

• Gender differences

• Cultural differences and dimensions- pilots and co-pilots

• Relevance to diversity and inclusion

• Small Groups:  Discuss what you bring to the workplace

http://kmc.kaltura.com/index.php/kmc/preview/partner_id/506471/uiconf_id/7609711/entry_id/0_ilr6ap57/delivery/rtmp
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Chapter 3: Typecasting Blame
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• The Big Five- O.C.E.A.N

Openness to Experience

Imagination

Artistic interests

Emotionality

Adventurousness

Intellect

Liberalism
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Chapter 3: Typecasting Blame

© Ben Dattner

• The Big Five- O.C.E.A.N

Conscientiousness

Self-efficacy

Orderliness

Dutifulness

Achievement-striving

Self-discipline

Cautiousness
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Chapter 3: Typecasting Blame

© Ben Dattner

• The Big Five- O.C.E.A.N

Extroversion

Friendliness

Gregariousness

Assertiveness

Activity level

Excitement-seeking

Cheerfulness
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Chapter 3: Typecasting Blame

© Ben Dattner

• The Big Five- O.C.E.A.N

Agreeableness

Trust

Morality

Altruism

Cooperation

Modesty

Sympathy
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Chapter 3: Typecasting Blame

© Ben Dattner

• The Big Five- O.C.E.A.N

Neuroticism 

Anxiety

Anger

Depression

Self-consciousness

Immoderation

Vulnerability
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Five Must-Ask Interview Questions 

By WILLA PLANK

As the economy picks up, companies are starting to hire more. But managers 

often only get funds for a few key hires, so they have to select new employees 

wisely. That makes conducting a smart interview critical. Reporter Willa Plank 

checked in with Ben Dattner, founding principal of organizational consulting and 

research firm Dattner Consulting, to get his interview advice. 

Here are his five must-ask interview questions:

• The importance of interviews

• Benefits of interviews

• Problems with interviews

• Why interviews are poor predictors

How to make interviews better

• Selection and training of interviewers

• Conclusion

How to make interviews better: questions to ask 

http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052748704302304575213962794390050.html
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Five Must-Ask Interview Questions 

1. In what ways will this role help you stretch your professional 

capabilities? 

This is a reversal of the common question, "What are some of your greatest 

weaknesses?" Normally candidates dress up their weaknesses, or talk about 

"positive weaknesses" such as a tendency to work too hard.  Phrased Dr. 

Dattner's way, this question may better prompt the candidate to describe skills 

she wants to improve and goals she'd like to achieve. Watch out for candidates 

who say the prospective job would simply incrementally add to what they already 

know. 

• The importance of interviews

• Benefits of interviews

• Problems with interviews

• Why interviews are poor predictors

How to make interviews better

• Selection and training of interviewers

• Conclusion

How to make interviews better: questions to ask 

http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052748704302304575213962794390050.html
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Five Must-Ask Interview Questions 

2. What have been your greatest areas of improvement in your career? 

This is another question that gets at weaknesses, but in a new way. It also allows 

interviewees to tell their career histories and ambitions. A red flag answer: "I've 

always been a natural. I don't need to make any improvements.“

• The importance of interviews

• Benefits of interviews

• Problems with interviews

• Why interviews are poor predictors

How to make interviews better

• Selection and training of interviewers

• Conclusion

How to make interviews better: questions to ask 

http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052748704302304575213962794390050.html
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Five Must-Ask Interview Questions 

3. What's the toughest feedback you've ever received and how did you learn 

from it? 

This shows a candidate's ability to learn from mistakes. A good answer would 

involve the candidate recalling specific feedback and detailing how she learned 

from it and changed. Sometimes candidates say they can't remember tough 

feedback. That can be a red flag. It may indicate the interviewee hasn't worked in 

a high-risk or creative environment, that she has never solicited advice, or that 

her co-workers viewed her as too fragile for feedback. 

• The importance of interviews

• Benefits of interviews

• Problems with interviews

• Why interviews are poor predictors

How to make interviews better

• Selection and training of interviewers

• Conclusion

How to make interviews better: questions to ask 

http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052748704302304575213962794390050.html
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Five Must-Ask Interview Questions 

4. What are people likely to misunderstand about you? 

This question reveals social intelligence, or the ability to understand others. A 

candidate might say he asks a lot of questions, and that some people have 

misinterpreted this inquisitiveness as aggression or criticism. If the candidate 

says he once found himself in this situation and changed his managerial style that 

would indicate he can sense other people's perceptions and adapt. 

• The importance of interviews

• Benefits of interviews

• Problems with interviews

• Why interviews are poor predictors

How to make interviews better

• Selection and training of interviewers

• Conclusion

How to make interviews better: questions to ask 

http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052748704302304575213962794390050.html
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Five Must-Ask Interview Questions 

5. If you were giving your new staff a "user's manual" to you, to accelerate 

their "getting to know you" process, what would you include in it? 

This lets the candidate reveal her work style. A straight answer should indicate 

the interviewee is self-aware. For example, a candidate might reveal that she 

prefers to hold conversations in person rather than over the phone, that she likes 

to be kept in the loop or that she dislikes surprises. Those answers can help a 

hiring manager determine whether the candidate's style fits with the office culture. 

A bad answer, Dr. Dattner says, would be: "Just do your job and there won't be 

any problem," or " They'll figure it out soon enough."

• The importance of interviews

• Benefits of interviews

• Problems with interviews

• Why interviews are poor predictors

How to make interviews better

• Selection and training of interviewers

• Conclusion

How to make interviews better: questions to ask 

http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052748704302304575213962794390050.html
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Other favorite interview criteria to assess a candidate’s 

personality and credit and blame style?

Other favorite interview questions?

In small groups, ask and answer your favorite interview questions 

in order to assess your favorite interview criteria. 

• The importance of interviews

• Benefits of interviews

• Problems with interviews

• Why interviews are poor predictors

How to make interviews better

• Selection and training of interviewers

• Conclusion

How to make interviews better: questions to ask 
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Chapter 3: Typecasting Blame

© Ben Dattner

• The use and misuse of personality assessment

• “The psychology of the stranger”

• “States” versus “traits” 

• The importance of situations
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Chapter 4: Situational Awareness
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• The Prisoner’s Dilemma

In 1950, Albert W. Tucker, an acclaimed mathematician, coined the phrase “Prisoner’s 

Dilemma” to describe a situation that vividly illustrates just how dramatically our behavior 

can be shaped by the situation we find ourselves in. In its classic form, the scenario 

unfolds as follows:

“Let’s say that the police arrest you and a friend, but they have insufficient evidence with 

which to convict the two of you. The first thing the officers do is separate you and your 

friend by placing you into different rooms where you can’t see or communicate with each 

other. Then, the officers visit each room and make you and your friend the same offer: “If 

you agree to testify against your buddy, you’ll go free.” If both of you remain silent, each 

refusing to “rat” each other out, you will each spend only one year in jail. If you both agree 

to testify, thus solidifying your joint guilt, you will each spend three years in a prison cell. If 

your buddy decides to testify against you while you remain silent, however, you will 

receive a full 10-year sentence to prison while he walks out the door. Your choice is 

simple: speak up or stay silent. But so much is riding on what your friend decides to do. 

What do you do?”
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Chapter 4: Situational Awareness
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Break out small groups of 4: 2 police and 2 prisoners

Then switch roles 

Large group debrief- what was the outcome? Did anything 

change in the two rounds? What are the parallels to the 

workplace?

A stays silent A implicates B

B stays silent A gets 1 year

B gets 1 year

A goes free

B gets 10 years

B implicates A A gets 10 years

B goes free

A gets 3 years

B gets 3 years

• The Prisoner’s Dilemma Exercise 
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Chapter 4: Situational Awareness
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• Groupthink and social pressure

• Family feuds, Princeton versus Dartmouth 

• Spritz Co. 

• Self-fulfilling prophecies

• The aerialists

• Set up to fail syndrome- the CTO

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5EWzatKTeiY
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Chapter 4: Situational Awareness
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How to give feedback: 

Feedback is least useful when it is:

• Inaccurate or untrue 

• Biased due to favoritism or politics

• Insensitive and unduly critical 

• Not specific or actionable  

• Constituted by orders or ultimatums
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Chapter 4: Situational Awareness
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How to give feedback: 

Feedback is most useful when it is:

• Candid and honest

• Specific and actionable

• Based on more than one incident or example 

• Based on more than one person’s view

• Framed positively and constructively 

• Behaviorally based rather than personality based

• Summarized and integrated into key themes 
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Chapter 5: Cultures of Blame
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• Jiffy Express

• Fighter pilots and statistical patterns

• The exploding rocket

• American Airlines vs. Southwest

• Learning to fail vs. failing to learn- Intuit

• The Millennium Challenge

• Hoping for “A” but rewarding “B”

• Open versus closed organizations- the Six Sigma case

http://www.nbc.com/saturday-night-live/video/jiffy-express/n10315
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Chapter 5: Cultures of Blame (cont.)
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• Self-serving annual reports backfire

• Self-blaming companies outperform the market

• Counterintuitive results and approaches in health care 

• Speaking up at Prudential

• The story of Lt. Sims
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Chapter 5: Cultures of Blame
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Large group discussion: how do your organizations’ 

evaluation processes work? What gets credited? What gets 

blamed?

What performance criteria do your organizations assess?

How might your organizations’ evaluation process and/or 

evaluation criteria be updated and improved?
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Chapter 6: Leaders Reframe Blame
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• Eisenhower on D-Day

• Truman and the buck

• The Pentium chip flaw

• Looking in the mirror and out the window

• Open leaders- Dell, Sanger, Nayar
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Chapter 6: Leaders Reframe Blame
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• Churchill and Hoover

• Mondegreens

Sylvia Wright, an American writer, who coined the term in 1954 in an essay, “The Death of 

Lady Mondegreen.” Wright tells about how in hearing the seventeenth-century ballad “The 

Bonnie Earl O’ Murray” as a child, she had misheard the final line, which is “And laid him 

on the green,” as “Lady Mondegreen.” She adds: “The point about what I shall hereafter 

call mondegreens, since no one else has thought up a word for them, is that they are 

better than the original.”

• Your examples of mondegreens?

• In small groups: tapping exercise
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Chapter 6: Leaders Reframe Blame
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• Watson the educator

• Ticketing oneself- Knoebel

• Sharing the credit- Burns
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Chapter 7: Practical Approaches- Individuals
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• Take a step back

• Be strategic and don’t suboptimize

• Understand your own story   

• Know your type and your risk factors

• Think about who you should be working for and with

• Fight the fundamental and ultimate attribution errors

• Start with positive expectations

• Look for a pattern and articulate the issues

• Develop your K,S,A’s and network 
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Chapter 7: Practical Approaches- Leaders
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• Be a blame-savvy boss

• Take an open, adaptive approach

• Focus on the future and not the past

• Tailor your style

• Fight groupthink

• Focus on systems and situations

• Get and keep the right people on the bus

• Establish a safe but not comfortable environment

• Write a “Managerial User’s Manual” for your new team

• Exercise: with a partner, draft your User’s Manual based 

on feedback you have received and your “Big Five” results 
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Definition

 Definition

• Why a user's manual is helpful

• How to write a user’s manual 

• Components of a user’s manual  

• Motivation 

• Work style  

• Management and delegation 

• Communication and feedback 

• Learning and decision making

• Values

• Personal style and other 

• Recommendations

A user’s manual is a clear and concise document that 

describes one’s motivations, work style, management and 

delegation style, communication and feedback style, 

learning and decision making style, values, personal style, 

and any other information that can help reduce 

misunderstandings, accelerate mutual understanding and 

facilitate better collaboration 
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Why a user’s manual is helpful

• Definition

 Why a user's manual is helpful

• How to write a user’s manual 

• Components of a user’s manual  

• Motivation 

• Work style  

• Management and delegation 

• Communication and feedback 

• Learning and decision making

• Values

• Personal style and other 

• Recommendations

• The quality of working relationships is one of the biggest            

determinants of job satisfaction, if not the biggest determinant 

• It takes an estimated 6 months for people to develop 

comfortable working relationships with their co-workers and 

even longer to develop comfortable working relationships with 

their bosses

• During the first 6 months there is a high risk of preventable 

misunderstandings leading to resentment and mistrust. Even 

after the first 6 months there is still a high incidence of 

preventable communication breakdowns

• Writing a user’s manual not only accelerates the getting-to-

know one other process, it also sets a positive precedent for 

open dialogue and a framework for ongoing clear and candid

communication

• Most managers welcome the opportunity to write a user’s 

manual, and their staffs find it a very useful tool  
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How to write a user’s manual

• Definition

• Why a user's manual is helpful

 How to write a user’s manual 

• Components of a user’s manual  

• Motivation 

• Work style  

• Management and delegation 

• Communication and feedback 

• Learning and decision making

• Values

• Personal style and other 

• Recommendations

• Review past performance reviews and/or 360 degree feedback 

• Consult trusted current or past colleagues for input

• Take assessment tests such as the MBTI or the Hogan

• Consider strengths, development needs, and hoped-for changes

• Create a first draft and then ask for feedback and suggestions

• Check in periodically to ensure accuracy, relevance and usefulness
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Components of a user’s manual

• Definition

• Why a user's manual is helpful

• How to write a user’s manual 

 Components of a user’s manual

• Motivation 

• Work style  

• Management and delegation 

• Communication and feedback 

• Learning and decision making

• Values

• Personal style and other 

• Recommendations• Motivation 

• Work style  

• Management and delegation 

• Communication and feedback 

• Learning and decision making

• Values

• Personal style and other 
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